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Bestborn Joins Elite Microsoft Dynamics Inner Circle
Technology firm recognized for superior sales and service
GREENSBURG, PA--July 26, 2017-- Bestborn Business Solutions, creators of Loan
Vision, today announced its induction into the Microsoft Dynamics Inner Circle, an elite
group of Microsoft partners honored for their outstanding achievements in innovative
design, sales, and superior commitment to service. The mortgage accounting
technology firm (Bestborn) has earned membership for the 2017-2018 year and is
recognized as one of only 60 Microsoft Dynamics partners, globally, to earn the award.
“We’re honored to join this highly esteemed group of partners who have leveraged the
latest Microsoft technology to simplify and advance business processes,” said Martin
Kerr, President of Bestborn Business Solutions. “We plan to take advantage of every
resource this membership provides in order to further expand our capabilities.”
Bestborn was officially inducted into the 2017 Inner Circle at the Microsoft Dynamics
Partner Recognition Event hosted at the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural
History in Washington, D.C., where the new members discussed Microsoft’s upcoming
plans. Each Microsoft partner invited to join the Inner Circle is afforded greater access
to Microsoft resources, allowing the partners to forge a closer relationship with the
world’s leading software provider than ever before.
“Each year we recognize Microsoft Dynamics partners from around the world for
delivering innovation and driving unsurpassed customer success,” said Ron

Huddleston, CVP, One Commercial Partner. “Our Inner Circle members are chosen
based on their capabilities as an organization, whether that’s creating IP, developing
solutions, or having an industry leading focus on digital transformation. Microsoft is
honored to recognize Bestborn for their achievements this past year, their dedication to
their customers, and their innovation with Microsoft technologies.”
“Early access to Microsoft’s functionality launches and latest updates gives us a highly
competitive edge,” said Igor Pchelnikov, CTO at Loan Vision. “This membership creates
more opportunities for our team to leverage technology than ever before.”
Built on Microsoft Dynamics NAV, Loan Vision brings enterprise level accounting and
business management functionality to the mortgage banking industry and a new option
for lenders who require more flexibility in their enterprise software. Loan Vision can
consume data from any LOS, efficiently passing detailed loan level information directly
into the accounting system, thereby reducing manual workload and avoiding the risks of
human error that come with rekeying data. The Microsoft look and feel reduces the
learning curve for new users, while IT benefits from a solution fully deployed on the
Microsoft suite of technologies. The platform contains modules for Interim Servicing and
LO Commission as well as an extensive Branch Reporting module.

About Bestborn Business Solutions, Inc.
Founded in 2006, Greensburg, PA-based Bestborn Business Solutions are the creators
of Loan Vision, a mortgage industry specific financial management & accounting
software. Combining the functionality of Microsoft Dynamics NAV and Bestborn’s
industry toolset and expertize, Loan Vision has quickly established itself as a platform
trusted by some of the largest as well as the fastest growing mortgage lenders in the
country. Functionality includes the ability to interface with Loan Origination Software,
loan level accounting, commission calculations, as well as a branch reporting portal. For
more information about Loan Vision, visit www.loan-vision.com.
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